We deliver when
it matters most

Global leader for 30+ years

Patent-protected products
and technology
Hard-working and helpful
Michigan-based customer
service

Industry-best lead times

ABOUT US
SoundOff Signal is a Hudsonville, Michiganbased manufacturer of LED lighting, control
systems and sirens for emergency, amber
and off-road vehicles.
Known for innovative products, superior
customer relationships and unmatched lead
times, we are proud to improve vehicle visibility
and communication when needed the most.

Scan to shop product
today or talk to a sales
rep in your area.

Contact Us
Toll free 800.338.7337
Direct 616.896.7100
Fax 616.896.1226
PO Box 206
Hudsonville, MI 49426
soundoffsignal.com/FireEMS
@soundoff.signal
@soundoffsignal
SoundOff Signal

When it
matters
most

Innovative lighting and control
systems that get the job done.

For every pivotal moment,
SoundOff Signal is on the
scene — lighting the way
so you can focus on the job
at hand. In high-performing
moments, we deliver when
it matters most.

nROADS® Fleet Series Full Size Lightbar
Available as: 36” to 60” in length

Flash patterns: 50+ available

LED colors: single and dual

mpower® Fascia Lights

Snow plows, contractor trucks, utility vehicles,
construction fleets and other heavy-duty equipment
each create their own unique lighting needs.

Durable, optical-grade silicone lens
Fascia 3”

Fascia 4”

Available as: 3”, 4” and 4x2
LED colors: single, dual and tricolor

Fascia 4x2

Mounts: Stud, quick and screw
Heavy-duty metal bezels: primed, black,
chrome finishes

mpower® License
Plate Frame

nROADS Connect-n-go System
®

Preprogrammed for streamlined installation; choose your lights, connect and go
Includes: nRoads Fleet Series Full Size Lightbar and handheld remote controller
Optional: 0, 2 or 4 mpower Fascia 4” 3-wire lights

Mounts up to three 4"
Fascia quick mount
lights. Universal design
utilized factory
mounting locations.

Ford Four Corner
Strobe Kit
Easy to install kit offers
high visibilty and seamless
light integration to Ford
F-150 or Super Duty.
No drilling required.

nROADS® Fleet Lightbar
Directional Lighting

Inboard and corner modules
available as single or dual
color with white LEDs for
360° scene lighting.

mpower® Traffic Controller

TM100 Traffic Controller

Designed for interior or exterior use.
Ability to mount in any direction with
specific controls for each facing
LED colors: single, dual and tricolor

mpower® Grid Light
The power of a lightbar in the footprint of a beacon
1x1 Single Stack

2x2 Single Stack

Available as: 1x1 single stacked or 2x2 single
and dual stacked
LED colors: single, dual and tricolor

Mid and Mini Lightbars
Variety of size and mount options to fit
seamlessly into the design of your truck

2x2 Dual Stack
nROADS® Mid-size Lightbar

Lens colors: clear and amber
Mounts: magnetic, standard permanent
and headache rack

Pinnacle 7300

Beacons
Available as: low dome with 4 modules
and high dome with 8 modules

nROADS® Beacon

LED colors: single, dual and tricolor
Lens colors: clear and amber
Flash patterns: 40+ available
4200 Series Beacon

mpower® Fascia 4”
Extremely compact, allowing
for endless mounting
options, this durable silicone
lens provides resistance to
cracking, water build up
and yellowing over time.

nFORCE® NXT Lightbar

mpower® Fascia 4x2

Configure as a single, dual
or tricolor for maximum
functionality with a 15%
increase in LED output and
20% reduction in power
consumption.

Features a versatile style
and function of the original
mpower® silicone lighting in
a slightly larger, stacked
footprint. Available with
single, dual or tricolor
capabilities.

We deliver solutions that create
safer working environments.

Lens: durable, optical-grade silicone
Flash patterns: 10+ available

Perimeter Lights
Intense forward and off-angle illumination in
versatile colors and mount options

Bolt2
nFORCE® Dual Deck/Grille

LED colors: single, split, dual and tricolor
Mounts: Single or dual surface, single or dual
deck/grille and windshield

nFORCE® Dual

800 Series Controller
Streamlined control and switch module with
eight button programming and directional
arrow function
800 Series Controller

Available as: standard or low current

